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1. Goals and objectives
- further popularization of unifight and expansion of the geography of the participating
countries;
- strengthening of international sports relations and exchange of experience between national
federations;
- determination of the strongest athletes in the world in unifight.
2. Time and place of the event
The championship is held from 26 to 30 May 2022.
Address of the competition: Uzbekistan, Tashkent, Chilanzar district, st. Seulskaya, 7,
SC "Universal".
The address where the weighing of participants will take place: Uzbekistan, Tashkent,
Yakkasaray district, st. Kushbegi, d. 17-B, hall Yakkasaray 1-DYUSSH.
Competition program:
26 of May:
• 9.00 - arrival of teams, accommodation;
• 11.00-16.00 - credentials committee, weighing, draw (light and classic sections) (held at
the address: Uzbekistan, Tashkent, Yakkasaray district, Kushbegi street, 17-B, Yakkasaray
hall 1-DYuSSh);
• 17.00-18.00 - joint meeting of the Organizing Committee, the panel of judges and team
representatives. The following persons are allowed to the joint meeting: presidents and
representatives of national federations, official representatives of delegations, head coaches of
national teams of countries.
At the end of each day of the competition, a meeting of the panel of judges and team
representatives is held to approve the results of the previous day and plans for the next day.
27 of May:
• 09.30-15.30 - preliminary fights in the unifight (light) among all age groups of
participants;
• 16.00-17.00 - grand opening of the World Championship Unifight;
• 17.30 – continuation of the preliminary bouts in the unifight (light).
28 of May:
• 09.30-14.00 – semifinal fights in unifight (light) among all age groups of participants;
• 14.00-16.30 - final fights in unifight (light) in all age groups of participants, at the end awarding of prize-winners and winners of the World Championship Unifight (light);
• 18.00 - Congress of the Federation International Amateur Unifight (FIAU).
29 of May:
• 09.30-16.00 - preliminary fights in the unifight (classic);
• 16.15 pm – semi-final fights in the unifight (classic);
30 of May:
• 09.00-13.00 - final fights in unifight (classic), at the end - awarding of prize-winners and
winners of the World Championship in unifight (classic), official closing of the World
Championship Unifight, departure of participants.
3. Management of the World Championship in universal fighting
The general management of the World Championship Unifight is assigned to the Organizing
Committee. Direct management of the competition is carried out by the main panel of judges.
Refereeing of the Championship is carried out in accordance with the Rules of the Unifight
competitions, approved at the Congress of the Federation International Amateur Unifight (FIAU).
The chief referee of the Championship is Elshan Ismailov (Azerbaijan), a referee of the
international category "A" class.
Chief Secretary of the Championship - Ihor Zviahintsev (Ukraine), referee of the
international category of class "B".
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4. Participants of competitions:
Boys (14-15 years old).
Weight categories: 45 kg, 50 kg, 55 kg, 60 kg, 65 kg, 70 kg, + 70 kg.
Girls (14-15 years old).
Weight categories: 32 kg, 37 kg, 42 kg, 47 kg, 52 kg, +52 kg.
Boys (16-17 years old).
Weight categories: 55 kg, 60 kg, 65 kg, 70 kg, 75 kg, 80 kg, + 80 kg.
Girls (16-17 years old).
Weight categories: 37 kg, 42 kg, 47 kg, 52 kg, 57 kg, 62 kg, +62 kg.
Juniors (boys) (18-20 years old).
Weight categories: 55 kg, 60 kg, 65 kg, 70 kg, 75 kg, 80 kg, 85 kg, 90 kg, 95 kg, +95 kg.
Juniors (girls) (18-20 years old).
Weight categories: 45 kg, 48 kg, 52 kg, 57 kg, 62 kg, 70 kg, +70 kg.
Men (18 years and older).
Weight categories: 55 kg, 60 kg, 65 kg, 70 kg, 75 kg, 80 kg, 85 kg, 90 kg, 95 kg, +95 kg.
Women (18 years and older).
Weight categories: 48 kg, 52 kg, 57 kg, 63 kg, 70 kg, 78 kg, +78 kg.
Age is determined on the day of the competition.
The sports delegation includes: 1 head, 1-2 coaches, 1-2 referees and other officials by
decision of the President of the national federation.
Sportsmen’s dress code: red and blue kimonos, gloves for unifight with open toes, helmet,
wrestlers with soft soles without edging, shin guards and instep, protective shell, mouthguard,
sneakers for overcoming obstacle courses. The helmet and gloves must match the color of the
kimono. Protective equipment should be worn under the kimono. Additional special bibs for
women.
Dress code of the judges: black trousers, white shirt with short sleeves, black bow tie, soft
black sports shoes, black socks, red and blue oversleeves.
5. Conditions of the competition
The procedure for the drawing of lots and the order of the fights is established (after the
credentials committee and weigh-in) by the panel of judges, depending on the number of
participants in each weight category.
The championship is held as a biathlon:
1. Passing the obstacle course: the obstacle course includes throwing a knife from a distance
of 3 meters and shooting at a target (inflatable ball) from pneumatic weapons from a distance
of 10-15 meters. The athlete's miss at the target when throwing a knife or when shooting is
punished by additional overcoming of an obstacle that precedes the line of shooting and throwing a
knife (usually a "tunnel"). If at the same time the opponent hits the target, then he (the opponent) is
awarded 1 point in the second round (for throwing and shooting separately). The athlete who
finished first on the obstacle course with a difference of more than 10 seconds receives an
additional bonus mark of 1 point, which is credited to him in the 2nd round, for every subsequent 5
seconds of advantage - an additional 1 point is awarded.
If the competitor who finished second is behind the first competitor by more than 50% of his
time on the runway, he is withdrawn from the competition, and his opponent is awarded a clear
victory. Winning a streak counts as one round won.
2. Fight (wrestling) in the ring:
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Boys (14-15, 16-17 years old), juniors (18-20 years old), men - all fights (light), as well as
preliminary fights (classic) - 2 rounds of 2 minutes of pure time. Semi-final and final fights (classic
section) - 4 rounds of 2 minutes of pure time;
Girls (14-15, 16-17 years old), juniors (18-20 years old) - 2 rounds of 1.5 minutes of pure
time at all stages of the competition;
Women - 2 rounds of 2 minutes of pure time at all stages of the competition.
3. Competitions in the light and classic sections are held according to the Olympic system
with elimination after the first defeat.
If there are 3 participants in a weight category, then competitions in this weight can be held
in a round robin system.
If there are 1-2 people in two weight categories following each other, then they can be
combined into one - heavier weight category. Such a decision during the draw must be made and
approved by the minutes of the joint meeting of the Championship judging panel and the official
heads of sports delegations of the countries participating in the Championship.
Features of the fights in the light section
In fights in the light section, athletes fight only standing up without a prone fight. After the
throw, the athletes are raised to the rack and the round continues. If the athlete scores 10 points or
more more than the opponent, then the round ends ahead of schedule, and he is declared the winner
in the duel. If the athlete performs a clean throw - any throw on the back, then the fight is stopped
and he is awarded a clean victory in the fight.
Evaluation of technical actions is carried out in accordance with the Competition Rules.
The overall victory in the biathlon is awarded to the athlete who won an early victory on the
obstacle course or in the fight in the ring, and if this did not happen, he won 2 rounds out of 3.
If the athlete wins the first 2 rounds - on the obstacle course and the first round in the ring,
then the fight is terminated and victory is awarded to him.
6. Determination of winners
The winner of the final match takes the first place, the loser - the second, the losers of the
semifinal matches take the third place. The places of the rest of the athletes are determined in
accordance with the circle in which they finished the competition. The losers in the ¼ of the finals
are divided from 5th to 8th place, below the 8th place are not determined.
In the weight categories in which the places were played in a circular system, the winner and
prize-winners are determined by the greatest number of victories, by the mutual meeting between
the applicants for one place, by the number of victories won, by the least number of penalty points,
etc.
To determine the winners and prize-winners in the unofficial team competition among the
participating countries, the estimated indicators of the personal results of athletes are established:
I place - 8 points, II place - 5 points, III place - 3 points, 5-8 place - 1 point.
7. Rewarding
Champions and prize-winners are awarded with medals and diplomas.
The prize-winning teams are awarded with cups.
All teams have two national flags and the national anthem on CD with them for the opening,
closing and awarding ceremonies.
Each national team must wear the uniform of its own country.
8. Living conditions
The rate is $30 per night per person. More detailed information for booking accommodation
can be obtained by calling the organizers at the venue of the competition, which are listed in section
12 of these Regulations.
9. Accreditation (entry fee) at competitions
Accreditation (entry fee) for each athlete at the competition is:
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- light section - $50;
- classic section - $50.
10. Applications
Participants who arrived according to the call are required to submit to the credentials
committee through their representative or in person an application in duplicate, documents proving
their identity, as well as an insurance policy for each athlete.
Applications are filled out in Russian or in English separately for each section (light, classic
versions) in ascending order of age groups and weight categories. The application must indicate the
date, month, year of birth and age group of the athlete.
11. Declarations - protests
A written protest statement may be submitted in connection with a gross violation of the
Rules for holding competitions of the unifight or the presence of an extraordinary situation. Protest
applications must be submitted in accordance with the requirements of the Unifight Competition
Rules. The fee for consideration of the protest application is $100 and is paid by the party that
submits the protest application together with the protest application itself. A protest application
without a fee will not be considered. If the protest application is satisfied, the fee is returned to the
party that submitted it. In case of dissatisfaction with the protest application, the fee is not
refundable and goes to the fund of the panel of judges of the World Championship.
According to the international convention and signed anti-doping rules between the
Federation International Amateur "Unifight" and the World Anti-Doping Agency (WADA),
during the Championship doping tests will be carried out by WADA officers.
12. Additional requirements
All teams should have with them two national flags and the national anthem on a digital
carrier (flash drive) for the opening, closing and awarding ceremonies.
Preliminary applications of the Championship participants must be sent by April 15, 2022
to the email address: info@unifight.net.
Travel, meals, accommodation for teams and representatives - at the expense of sending
organizations. Meals and accommodation of the Championship judges - at the expense of the
Championship Organizing Committee.
Contact numbers regarding settlement and residence:
+99 897 344 7077, +99 898 304 7077 Yashnarbek Zokirbekov
Contact numbers regarding applications for participation in competitions:
+38 066 900 1416 – FIAU Secretary General Ihor Zviahintsev
Contact numbers regarding refereeing in competitions:
+99 455 207 4001 – Elshan Ismailov, Head of the FIAU Jury.

This Regulation is an official invitation to the competition
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